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At present，piano , known as “The king of musical instruments”. It has 
become more and more popular in China .However, in the system of music 
education in china, keyboard improvisation is a neglected area , both in the 
conservatory of music and the universities ,the course of improvisation is not 
been concerned about, the main reason is people pay less attention to this area. 
Most people does not recognize the necessity of learning keyboard improvisation, 
it is beneficial to students in music major. The purpose of the study of this 
subject is to find out the basic concept of the keyboard improvisation which is 
created on the keyboard by the composers or performers, understand the 
production and development of the keyboard improvisation, know that learning 
keyboard improvisation has important effect on bringing up creative thoughts 
and improving abilities, mastering the skill of keyboard improvisation, 
cultivating the abilities of the keyboard improvisation . 
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管风琴是键盘乐器中 古老的一种。大约在公元前 250 年，希腊一位名叫克
泰西比奥斯（ktesibios）制造出第一架管风琴。①据历史记载从中世纪，文艺复兴，
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